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ABSTRACT
The combination of images with geographical information
has gained a lot of attention; systems like Google Street
View (GSV) have become an integral part of our daily rou-
tine and uploading and sharing geotagged images becomes
more and more popular. With videos, however, this trend
has not started yet. In this paper, we propose a model
that combines videos with location data in interactive video
tours. An introduced virtual map layer abstracts from sin-
gle traces to compose one continuous video tour from an
arbitrary set of input videos. This allows for an automatic
selection of video files with an optimal coverage rate while
minimizing transitions between videos. We implemented our
model in a web application that enables users to create their
own video tours and to freely change both time and location
of the video stream.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.3.5 [Online Information Services]: Web-based ser-
vices; I.4.9 [Image Processing and Computer Vision]:
Applications

General Terms
Algorithms, Design

Keywords
Video Navigation, Geotagging, Interactive Video Tour

1. INTRODUCTION
GSV1 is popular, very popular. A lot of people are using

it on a daily basis to survey a particular destination or area
before they actually arrive. They have specific questions

1http://maps.google.com/streetview
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such as: ’How steep is the hill?’ or ’Is the area wheelchair
accessible?’. And there are many more things people are
interested in. In many of those cases, a picture from GSV is
sufficient. In many others, it is not and other novel projects
have evolved. Wheelmap2 is one of them. Its goal is to
categorize the wheelchair friendliness of places. In the case
of the wheelchair friendliness it is easy to create a map that
marks spots as friendly, partially friendly, or not friendly.
But there are more peer groups, who have special needs or
are interested in other features of places.
What happens when the information represented cannot

be qualified precisely? In the case of ’How steep is the hill?’,
a quantification can be done in percent or degree. Although
this might seem like a good solution, steepness might be
judged differently by different people. Another way which
might make the retrieval of such information significantly
easier is to provide video content about a specific location.
Users who watch the video can make their own decision
about the steepness.
Sharing a video and location information is still very com-

plicated; a video is typically published on video hosting plat-
forms such as YouTube or uploaded to a personal blog. The
exact location(s) of the video must be added in either the
description of the YouTube video or the blog text. Online
Maps like Google Maps (GM) can be used to display the
traces of the video, but can only be embedded in the blog
article and not in the description of the YouTube video. This
is a nonsatisfying solution, because users cannot see the cur-
rent position on the map and navigate the video along with
it. Another service is needed to provide users a platform to
upload videos that are displayed not in a list but on a map
with videos from other users. It might be comparable to a
GSV with videos. However, just displaying those videos on
a map is not enough. Imagine using GSV, an employee A
lives on 1st Avenue and works on 3rd Avenue and employee
B lives on 2nd Avenue and works on 5th Avenue. Both em-
ployees upload videos of their path to work. It would be nice
for people living on 1st Avenue and working on 4th Avenue
to see the entire path from 1st Avenue to 4th Avenue using
the videos from employee A and employee B. This makes it
easy to cover all subsets of routes from an already existing
video, without having to record every element of the subset
(1st → 2nd, 2nd → 3rd, etc) of the video.
The contribution of this work is to present a way to con-

nect traces to other traces, make them routable, and find an

2http://www.wheelmap.org
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optimal path in terms of high video coverage and little trace
changes between two points. A web application is used for
interaction with the system. It supports the playback of a
path, offers a video upload option for users, and makes route
navigation by time and geographical position possible. The
format of location information is specified loosely; therefore,
it is possible to input any location data in any projection,
and if necessary, extensions are supplied.

This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents
related work. In Section 3 an overview of our model and the
scenario is given. The following four Sections present our
solutions for modeling, overlaying, connecting, and routing
of traces. Section 8 then gives an overview over the web
application we built. An evaluation follows in Section 9 and
Section 10 concludes the paper.

2. RELATED WORK
With the increasing amount of multimedia content that

is available on the Web, multimedia information retrieval
has been an active research area in the past years [6]. A
use case for this field is the provision of navigation within
videos by using computer vision techniques [4, 5] or con-
tent analysis approaches [8]. Instead of only relying on the
information and meta data of the video itself, additional in-
formation can be included in the retrieval process to improve
existing solutions. As smartphones are becoming more and
more popular, one natural scenario is the combination of
mobile video with the position and/or compass data of the
devices. Among existing work are the automatic detection
of transportation modes through raw Global Position Sys-
tem (GPS) data in [14] or a visual editor for GPS raw data
in [11]. In [10], video analysis and GPS data are combined
to provide a mobile localization and tracking functionality.
By also including compass data it is possible to track view
angles of recorded videos in order to identify view scenes
within a video [2].

Several applications have been proposed that make use of
the comprehensive analysis and available meta data. Lu et
al. considered positions of geo-tagged photos at touristic lo-
cations to automatically create route recommendations for
tourists [7]. Google co-founder Larry Page started GSV by
driving around San Francisco Bay Area and recording parts
of the city with a video camera [1], because sharing a video
virtual tour seems much more intuitive than taking hundreds
of pictures to create an image virtual tour. A related topic is
covered in [3] where geographical trajectories are segmented
so that they can be used to create a certain route. An ap-
plication for annotation and navigation within single videos
is presented in [12]. In [13], Zhang et al. propose an appli-
cation for the automatic creation of video summaries based
on geographical information. E. g., a video summary can be
created out of several input videos that all include a certain
landmark. In this way, tourists can get a better impression
of a scene than only looking at pictures.

3. SCENARIO
This paper presents a novel approach to the field of video

composition and navigation. Instead of presenting videos
that only can be navigated by adapting the time axis, our
application also incorporates position information. In this
way, users are able to navigate through multiple videos by
specifying the geographical position they want to see. This

is in contrast to existing work where either single videos are
considered or no navigation by location is possible. Con-
sider the following sample scenario: Multiple users want to
share a video of their favorite path through Central Park.
They start recording a GPS eXchange Format (GPX) trace
with Open GPS Tracker3 and start recording a video. They
then walk their favorite route until the end, where they stop
recording both, the video and the GPX trace. The appli-
cation created in this work displays all traces of all users
in one map and it is possible to select two points from all
of these traces. These two points mark the start and end
of the virtual video tour. The application then builds an
optimal path from the graph of all traces and displays the
videos associated with the traces to the user. The resulting
path does not have to fully overlap with one of the source
videos; instead, a video stream following the specified route
is created dynamically.
Ten routes in the city of Mannheim, Germany have been

used. The majority of the routes were recorded on foot,
while three routes were recorded with the streetcar as well.
In total, we recorded 25 GPX traces and 25 videos the way
described above. Figure 1 shows three routes mapped to an
Open Street Map (OSM) projection4. This visualization al-
ready connects adjacent points of the trace. If a user selects
one of the first points in front of the castle and one in front
of the water tower, the application may take half the trace of
route 3 (from the castle to the market place) and the whole
trace of route 2 (from the central place to the water tower).
The user is presented with the video from route 3 to the
middle, which then switches to video from route 2.
Several of the potential problems are obvious: First, traces,

which should overlay, do not overlay. For example, traces
from castle to central place and from castle to market place
should overlay. Second, traces are not connected. The trace
from castle to central place should be connected to the one
to water tower. Last, not all points of the traces are visible.
A user should only be able to click points of the traces, as
it is not clear where exactly the user has been between two
points.

4. MODELING TRACES
The first step is the representation of traces and points of

traces. One needs to find a model to represent the data in a
way that is understandable and routable while keeping the
integrity of the data, even when adding several slightly dif-
ferent traces. Figure 1 shows the traces as a path. However,
the path is still lacking points for the user to select. There-
fore, we introduce a model that abstracts from the actual
traces to generic points on the map.
Modeling the traces describes the process of creating a

database model that holds all necessary information. Figure
1 shows three different traces marked with different colors.
Several points of the traces overlap with other traces, and
adjacent points are not connected to each other. In our
model, we generally use directed graphs for representation
of traces and routes.

4.1 Virtual and real layer
It is possible to separate between points of a trace and

3http://code.google.com/p/open-gpstracker/
4For license terms see http://www.openstreetmap.org/
copyright.



Figure 1: Three GPS traces are visualized with different colors. The trace fom central place to water tower
shows errors due to GPS inaccuracies.

points of the map. Points of the map should be unique and
build up an availability map for videos. Therefore, they are
residing in the so called real map layer. Points of a trace, on
the other hand, can be considered as virtual points. They
are virtual, because a point of a trace describes a point of the
map plus additional information (time and video), similar to
meta data. Every point of a trace must belong to one point
of the map. The connection between the points can either be
made between two points of a trace or between two points of
a map. Figure 2 shows the layer architecture, which depicts
two simple traces. Between both traces, the connection is
made via a connection of the map.

Point of
the trace

Point of
the map

Connection
of the trace

Connection
of the map

Real Map Layer

Logical Trace Layer

A A
B B

Figure 2: Separation of real layer and logical layer.
A point of the logical trace may be connected to
other points of the logical trace or the real map. On
the other hand, a point on the real map may only
be connected to other points on the map.

4.2 Definition of the trace model
A point on the map will be referred to as and

a point of the trace as . A stores

its latitude and longitude and is capable of holding several
s in a composition relationship, because multiple

videos can use the same point. A stores
and of that point. The

is the time in seconds that has already passed since
the beginning of the video. The is the time
in seconds until the point is left again. This is necessary to
prevent the same from appearing multiple times,
when the user stops moving and stands still on one spot
while taking a video. For a sequence of almost identical
coordinates in the trace, there will only be one
with the of the first and the of
the last point of the sequence.
A connects two s as a di-

rected edge and is used to bridge the gap between the end of
one trace and the start of another. A
on the other hand should connect two s and be-
cause s are connected to s, they estab-
lish a connection between two s. Additionally a

must store the video that the trace
belongs to. A is stored as a simple data transfer ob-
ject.

5. OVERLAYING TRACES
After the specification of our model, it is now necessary

to overlay traces that represent the same route. The traces
must be overlaid to represent the same sequence of connec-
tions on the map layer. Figure 1 shows the trace layer of
three different routes. In our example, the route from castle
to central place must be overlaid with the one from castle
to market place. To clarify: Every of the trace



from the castle has to share the same with other
s from different traces in the same area.

While trying to overlay the traces, our system has to deal
with the imprecision of the satellite navigation and the fact
that two people walking on the same pavement will never
truly walk the exact same path (for example, walking further
on the left, or further on the right side of the pavement). It
is also important to determine whether or not two different
traces really depict the same or an opposite path. Another
problem arises when a user stands still while recording. The
resulting trace will not have the same point, but slightly
different points, over and over again. The application needs
to have capabilities to deal with these sources of error.

A naive approach would be to just append new traces to
existing ones if they are in a certain distance of the first
trace. This, however, is not a feasible solution as there is no
guarantee that the first trace fits correctly to an available
map.

A good solution is to only derive a from a Point
of Interest (POI) that is already present in an available re-
source. OSM5 defines data by three basic data types: ,

, and . s are used to mark POIs like
shops or restaurants, but they also define s. The OSM
database holds a large amount of s collected by the
community. These points can be used as s and
nearby s can be appended to them. The process
of resolving location information into POIs is called reverse
geocoding. Plain reverse geocoding will lead to a number of
problems when one trace skips points or ends at a point that
was skipped by all other traces. This will produce dead-ends
that are hard to spot and make routing impossible. There-
fore, it is necessary to build a directed graph with the right
OSM dataset, for example for the train
transportation mode. Every trace starts on one of the
graph and must follow the graph successively in the direc-
tion of travel or stay at the current . It is necessary
to implement a heuristic that can detect when the direc-
tion of travel in the OSM graph and the trace are opposing
and in that case force the trace on the correct side of the
street. Coping with traces that have a high inaccuracy is
non trivial and will require a sophisticated look-ahead and
look-behind heuristic to always choose the best node. This
solution is reliable in cases where enough data is available
in the database and will deliver perfect solutions when the
quality of the trace is good enough. It is also possible to cre-
ate a routable copy of the OSM data6 in a local database,
instead of building the graph in memory. As this solution
offers a good compromise between implementation effort,
performance, and usability of the created graph we chose
this approach for our model.

6. CONNECTING TRACES
After modeling traces and overlaying traces, the next step

is to connect traces to other traces in close proximity. Go-
ing back to Figure 1, the trace from the castle to the central
place needs to be connected with the one to the water tower.
As there is no video stream available for these

s, the cost of the transition, i. e., the distance
between them, should be minimized.
The problem is very similar to the previous one: The con-

5http://www.openstreetmap.org/
6http://pgrouting.org/index.html

Figure 3: Two traces component problem and so-
lution by adding a virtual connection to the map
layer

cept of proximity or ’how to find videos in close proximity’
and how to connect them. But there is an additional con-
straint that needs to be considered: A trace end should not
be connected to another trace end. This can be phrased
more abstract as, an edge should not be added when the
target has an outgoing degree of 0. Solving this
problem requires a strategy to ensure that every
is connected to every other s in reach, while trying
to minimize the number of s needed. If
the number of is greater than needed,
routing might skip a certain distance and will produce an in-
complete virtual tour and user experience. A simple solution
would be to just connect each with an outgoing
degree of 0 to the nearest with an incoming de-
gree of 0 so that start and end of traces are connected. This
solution, however, is far from optimal as it may introduce
big gaps between videos and it would not be possible to do
a transition in the middle of a trace (see Figure 3 left).
There needs to be a way to tell that a certain Point can-

not reach another . To solve this problem, our so-
lution takes graph components into account [9]. For each
component the minimal distance to all other components is
computed. This is done by comparing each to
all s of another component. Between the pair of
points with the minimal distance a is
inserted resulting in a virtual connection of these two com-
ponents. Figure 3 shows two sample traces on the left and
the optimal connection on the right which connects them.

7. ROUTING TRACES
After modeling, overlaying, and connecting traces, the

graph is usable for navigation. The next step is to find an
optimal path from the start to an end point while trying to
maximize video coverage and minimize trace changes.
Transition to a different trace is only possible via a

or a . While the
video coverage decreases when a is
used for changing traces, it does not decrease while using a

. Consequently,
s should be cheaper to use, but switching to another

trace cannot be completely free, as this violates the goal of
trying to minimize trace changes.
To find the optimal path, we use a modified Dijkstra sin-

gle source shortest path algorithm. Instead of iterating over



the points, we need to iterate over the connections. Every
�������� has to add an edge pointing to itself to symbolize
a change of traces. This new edge must be cheaper than
a ��������	���
����� and more expensive than a ���
�

�����	���
�����. The cost of a ���
�����	���
����� is
defined as 1. In cases where there is no adjacent ���
�

�����	���
����� available a ��������	���
����� is used
instead. Here the cost is determined by the distance of
the ��������	���
����� to reflect the increased costs com-
pared to transitions between traces.

In contrast to the original Dijkstra where a vertex is more
important than an edge, vertices are of almost no meaning in
our model. They are representations of start and end points
of the route, which solely consists of ���
�����	���
�����s
and/or ��������	���
�����s. In addition, the predecessor
of every 	���
����� needs to be stored, because there could
be more than one 	���
����� preceding it. Instead of only
taking costs of transitions into account for the route cal-
culation, the predecessor is used to differentiate transitions
within a trace from transitions between neighboring traces.

a

hb

c

d
e

f g
R
G
B
M

Figure 4: Sample graph with four traces

To demonstrate the algorithm, take a look at Figure 4. It
shows a sample graph G = (V,E) with E = {a, ..., h} and
V = {abR, abM , bdR, bdM , deM , acG, cfG, fgG, geG, ehB},
where nmG is a ���
�����	���
����� between n and m
belonging to trace G. We now want to find the optimal path
from a to h with the modified Dijkstra algorithm. First, the
cost of all ���
�����	���
�����s are set to ∞, except for
abR, abM , acG which depict the first possible trace sections
originating from the starting position:

Vertex Cost Predecessor
S : {abR, abM , acG} 1 None
{v : v ∈ V, v �∈ S} ∞ None

The algorithm iterates over all 	���
�����s starting with
the 	���
����� with the lowest cost. After the first step, the
cost of the adjacent edges are lowered to 2. The predecessors
of bdR and bdM differ, as the algorithm favors routes on the
same trace over trace changes:

Vertex Cost Predecessor
bdR 2 abR
bdM 2 abM
cfG 2 acG

Now bdR, bdM and cfG all have cost of 2. The next ta-
ble shows all their adjacent 	���
�����s. deM could be
reached both from bdR and bdM . Unlike in the previous
step, the transition from bdR to deM necessarily requires a
trace change, because there is no alternative trace section.
bdM is therefore favored as no trace change is required here:

Vertex Cost Predecessor
deM 3 bdM
fgG 3 cfG
geG 4 fgG

There are now only two 	���
�����s left that determine
the cost and predecessor of ehB , deM and geG. geM sets
the cost of ehB to 4 + 1 = 5 < ∞. deM sets the cost to
3+1 = 4 < 5. The optimal path can be discovered by going
in reverse from ehB and reading the value of the predecessor.
This will result in R : (ehB , deM , dbM , abM ) with a total of
one trace change and a distance of |R| = 4 (see Table 1).

Vertex Cost Predecessor
abR 1 None
abM 1 None
bdR 2 abR
bdM 2 abM
deM 3 bdM
acG 1 None
cfG 2 acG
fgG 3 cfG
geG 4 fgG
ehB 4 deM

Table 1: Result of the algorithm based on the graph
shown in Figure 4

At the moment, the optimal path can only be calculated
between two points. This is not as restrictive as it sounds,
because every path (a1, . . . , ai) with i > 2 can be split up
into (a1, a2), (a2, a3), . . . , (ai−1, ai). The shortest path algo-
rithm must be repeated i− 1 times to compute a route that
connects all i points.

8. IMPLEMENTATION
We implemented our model as an HTML5 web applica-

tion using Django7 as web application framework. Reverse
geocoding of coordinates must be done via a stand-alone
OSM eXtensible Markup Language (XML) file or with OSM
data in the database. A setup for a productive environment
will require a routable copy of the OSM in a database to
ensure fast response times. Osm2pgrouting8 is a tool which
populates a database with the given OSM data using the
types and function defined by OpenGIS9.
For the frontend, OSM and its JavaScript framework Open-

Layers10 have been chosen instead of GM. In contrast to
GM, OpenLayers is a powerful framework that can display
several vector layers with selectable features and custom lay-
out on top of a base layer. Figure 5 shows a screenshot of
the frontend. In the application, all available connections
are displayed in red. Currently, the user selected half of
the trace from castle to central place and half of the trace
from central place to water tower. The optimal path is dis-
played in green and the current playing segment is displayed
in blue. Navigation within the video stream can be achieved

7http://www.djangoproject.com
8http://pgrouting.org/docs/tools/osm2pgrouting.
html
9http://www.opengis.org

10http://wiki.openstreetmap.org/wiki/OpenLayers



Figure 5: Screenshot of the web frontend showing the map view and a video

by either adapting the time slider or by selecting a specific
segment of the calculated route. A prototype of our appli-
cation is publicly available11.

Our application supports customization of the selection
process. Users are able to specify the modes of transporta-
tion, i. e., foot, train, bicycle, and motor vehicle when look-
ing for a video tour. This rudimentary scheme can be ex-
tended by including further categories, like time of day, view
angle, or video quality. Based on the specified criteria the
best suited route is calculated out of all available routes. In
case no route can be found given one combination of param-
eters, a notification is displayed to that the user can adapt
the request.

9. DISCUSSION
To get a first insight into our system, we evaluated it

with a set of 25 recorded traces. As our model abstracts
from real traces it has to make sure that videos showing
the same route are mapped to the same �����s. On the
other hand, videos showing different routes should result in
separate routes on the map. To measure this, we calculate
the deviation of the video routes to both the GPS traces
and the map projection. The original paths were extracted
from the videos by manually aligning the routes with the
OSM map. Results show that the average error caused by
GPS inaccuracies is 15.8 m. In 23 of 25 traces the original

11http://ls.wim.uni-mannheim.de/de/pi4/research/
projects/geotagged-videos

path could be restored by our mapping. However, there are
two situations where the projection does not deliver correct
results. First, the algorithm is not able to compensate GPS
errors bigger than 40 m resulting in a wrong path. Second,
if there is no path present in the OSM map, the algorithm
cannot reconstruct the actual route. This especially occurs
on squares like the market place where there is no clearly
defined path.
Apart from the projection of all individual traces, our sys-

tem also has to correctly connect traces in order to create
video tours with as few transitions as possible. While short
distances without any videos can be skipped, too big gaps
should be avoided so that users can retain the impression of
one contiguous tour. We therefore estimate the maximum
distance for these ��������	���
�����s. We set differing
values for different transportation modes to incorporate the
movement speed. Consequently, the maximum distance for
videos by foot was set to 50 m, while the value for street-
car videos was set to 500 m. These values provide a good
compromise between connectedness of the routes and quality
degradation due to gaps in the video stream.
Overall, the system proved to be easy-to-use in the data

acquisition phase. As only a video and a GPX file are
needed, traces can be recorded with any smartphone or cam-
era without the need of installing additional software. The
web application can already be used to create individual
video tours, however, it is not clear how users will accept the
generated video stream as it may include sudden changes in
viewing angle and video continuity. E. g., one user might



prefer longer video segments in a poor video resolution to
maximize video consistency while another user might max-
imize resolution at the cost of more frequent transitions. A
solution here would be to include more customization op-
tions for the tour creation process so that users can set their
preferences.

10. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we presented an approach for the creation of

video tours that can be navigated by time as well as location.
Similar to geotagged images, our model incorporates GPS
traces that are recorded along with videos. These traces are
projected to a map by abstracting from the actual traces
to generic routes on the map. In this way, similar videos
can be aggregated and routes spanning over several input
videos can be created. We implemented our model in a
publicly available web application. Results of a preliminary
evaluation show that in most cases our algorithm correctly
projects the traces to the map. We plan to perform a larger
evaluation where we want to measure the perceived quality
of the generated videos. Furthermore, we want to optimize
the projection algorithm and include more metrics for cus-
tomizing the created video streams.
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